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Drain the Swamp
Much more than just a popular line from Donald Trump, many early landowners of this district also took this phrase
as their goal in life.
What we now call the Nangkita Creek was originally formed as a channel dug through the swamp in order to drain
away the water. As can be seen above, this drain required cleaning out by shovel in order to keep it flowing. Dug to
a depth of about 4 feet (1.2m) the peat removed from the drain was thrown onto the banks.
The photograph above was taken in the late 1940s on the Weinert’s property along Nangkita Road. Brothers Ken
and Den Weinert were among a number of local market gardeners contracted by the government to grow vegetables
in support of the war effort. Following the declaration of peace, they continued to grow carrots, swedes and turnips
for a number of years, irrigated with water pumped from the ‘main drain’, as it was named on the reverse of this
photo.
Arch Peters, a few blocks along from this site, would also regularly dig out his length of drain by hand, according to
his daughter, Ronda Arthur. She also explained how Arch would use sand bags to dam up his section of the creek
causing it to overflow into side channels that were built to flood irrigate his land, providing greener pastures.
The practice of draining the swamp in this way was not part of any organised plan, with disputes known to occur
between neighbours especially during summer as more landowners began to irrigate.

The photograph above has recently been added to our digital Archive collection thanks to Nancy Wehrmann, who
had been given custody of seven photos taken by the Weinert family during that period. Some of the other photos
can be seen on page 10. A few may know this property as being later owned by the Crouch family.
In the background is Mount Magnificent and the peaks known as “the three sisters”.
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
The story of this district is not a tale about uniform growth with a steady influx of people bringing in money to
develop and improve their properties. Some did invest in large acreages and appoint farm managers to oversee
their operations, others arrived with little but their own enthusiasm and a willingness to carry out hard physical
labour - if it offered the potential to improve their lives.
In this edition is the story of the Simons family which reflects the struggle many people faced in trying to forge
a living here. One branch of this family did own a large property at Nangkita for a few years while other family
members owned or rented more modest properties and sought to provide for their families through difficult times.
Their recollections and tales from the first half of the 20th century may bring back memories for those who lived
here during those years,
Dairying has played a key role in the development of this district for almost a century, although it only really
started to expand rapidly in the 1950s with the greater use of milking machines. Inside these pages is an article
from Linton Jacobs that includes a fascinating timeline of dairying within his own family, from the early 1930s
up to the present. We are indebted to him for his continuing contribution to our recorded history.
We continue to receive a variety of donations to our Archives, whether they be documents, photographs (originals
& copies) and even small artifacts (we do have some limited storage space still available). The Wehrmann family
have kindly allowed us to copy a variety of their family’s historic photographs, a few of which can be seen on
page 10. Nancy Wehrmann who is now into her 80s, still has a great memory for names and allowed us to record
a tour of the district in which she passed on her recollections of times since gone. This has now joined other
similar recordings that we hold which will help ensure future historians have access to first hand information.
For those who may be unaware, Russell Bowles sadly passed away in April after spending the main part of his life
living and working in this district. He first arrived here with his parents in 1948 as a nine year old and attended
the Mt Compass School. A copy of his Eulogy has been stored in the Archives and can be emailed to anyone who
could not attend the funeral.
Finally, the Mt Compass Cricket Club article planned for this edition has been held over until the next Chronicle
due to space limitations. Happy reading...
Steve Kettle

News reports from the past
Left: A report from the Southern Argus 31st August 1916 regarding Samuel
Simons and the Memorial trees planted at Nangkita School. Below: From the
SA Chronicle of 26 may 1894 An article on the Nangkita Village & drain.
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The Life & Times of
the

Simons Family in Mt Compass
Although members of the Simons family lived here for over two generations, little is now remembered of them by our current residents. Their life experiences while here would have mirrored the everyday lives of many in rural South Australia
during the first half of the 1900s. This family was part of our community during periods of both growth and depression,
allowing us to shine a light on those times through their memories.
The Simons Family Tree shown below focuses on the members of this family who lived in Mt Compass. We have more
information in the Archives if anyone requires greater detail.

Henry Simons, a Cornish sawyer (wood cutter) who migrated from England to Australia in 1879 with his wife
Elizabeth and their six children: Albert Henry, William, John, Elizabeth, Samuel and Tom. Samuel (aged 6) passed away from scarlet fever
two weeks into the voyage, with Elizabeth giving birth to another boy
two months later while still on this long journey. Their newborn child
was then given the same name as his deceased brother.
In 1881, they had their eighth child Arthur, who was to die at the age of
20 months.
This second Samuel, born at sea in 1879 and brother to Albert Henry,
was the first of his family to move to Mt Compass. He is reported as
arriving here in 1913 with his wife Caroline (nee Goldfinch) and four
Children, Alex (b1900), Gertrude (b1901), Caroline (b1902) & Samuel
George (b1904). He originally gardened on the flats opposite the now
empty manager’s house on Willowburn farm, with their children attending the local school at Nangkita.

The amount of land they owned here was considerable, consisting of the
Sections 222, 223, 224, 236, 237 and 238 in the Hundred of Nangkita.
This land stretches all the way from Victor Harbor Road at the start of
Cleland Gully Road all the way across to Waterfall Drive (2,149 acres).
The Certificate of Title for this property indicates how Samuel may
have been able to purchase such a large parcel of land – it does note the
mortgage was taken out to the executor of his deceased mother-in-law’s
1913 will.
Continued on following page...

Henry and Elizabeth Simons

Caroline & Samuel Simons 1899
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Continued from previous page

This is the land sold to Dr W Verco in 1927 and then onto Hew O’Halloran Giles in 1946, forming the main body
of the ‘St Helens’ and then later, ‘Willowburn’ properties.
Samuel Simons used his team of horses to cart the farm’s produce to Adelaide, carrying supplies for the local settlers
on his return trip. Alexander Samuel, his oldest child (also known as both Alec and Alex), later worked with his
parents, dairying and market gardening while also helping with the carrier business, which involved a long, slow
horse-drawn haul up (old) Willunga Hill.

The house in which the Simons family lived while on this property is most likely to have been the derelict house that
still remains at Willowburn today and had been home to Tom Chaplin in earlier days, as well as the farm manager’s
residence later.
A 1916 newspaper article notes that Samuel Simons was the chairman of the Nangkita School Committee and had
overseen their Arbor Day planting of 40 pine trees on the school grounds. 17 trees were planted by residents to honour the past students from that school who were currently serving at the front. He was also mentioned as being a key
organiser of the fundraising events that supported soldiers during the First World War.
During 1915, Samuel & Caroline’s two youngest children (Caroline & George) transferred over to Mount Compass
school for their final years. Alex, their eldest child attended Strathalbyn High School, which necessitated his boarding with a family in that
town. Around this time the
Simons’ purchased or leased,
Sections 334 and 335 on
Nangkita Road. The family
then moved back to Adelaide
but retained this property,
which their son Alex would
return to in the early 1920s.
In the Simons family history
Samuel is described as “a
man with plenty of drive and
spirit, always looking for
another deal and challenge.”
During the few years he lived
in this district he was directly
involved in the school committee at Nangkita, was a
leading fundraiser during
World War 1 and a member
of the Agricultural Bureau
The Simons family c1910: L to R. Caroline jnr, Caroline snr, Samuel George, Samuel snr,
(their Secretary in 1917). For
Alexander, & Gertrude
some reason he felt the need
to move on and returned to dairying, including a milk round, at Morphettville before moving to Jetty Road, Glenelg
in the 1930s where he opened a sweet shop, only to then move on again.
One obvious reason for his son Alex wanting to come back to Mt Compass is made clear from a reading of their
family history. It is recorded that Alex, who was a keen horseman (in the footsteps of his father) would travel at
‘reckless speed’ from Adelaide to visit his future wife Freda, the daughter of Mel and Emma Jacobs.
For those people wondering who is related to who in Mt
Compass, the following connection may be of interest. In
1918 Alexander Simons and his first cousin, Albert Simons
attended a bush dance in the Mt Compass Hall. There they
met two Jacobs sisters, Freda and Chrissie, who would go
on to become their wives. At the same time, Len Leane who
was visiting these two Jacobs cousins of his, met his future
wife, Grace Simons (sister of Albert). One couple married
in 1925, the other two couples married in 1926.
Continued on following page...

Future partners– A ‘children’s picnic day’ at Granite Island
c1922. L to R: Freda Jacobs, Grace Hutton, Bessie Peters (front),
Grace Simons, Hugh Jacobs, Alb Simons & Chrissie Jacobs.
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Through the early 1920s, these Simons boys (Alb & Alec), the Jacobs girls (Chrissie & Freda) and for some years
Len Leane, were regular members of the Mutual Improvement Society in Mt Compass. Founded as a selfimprovement group similar to the previous Literary Society, this also served as an acceptable social gathering for
local singles, supervised by member parents. This reincarnation of the Society ceased in the same year as the two
Simons weddings (1926) but re-formed in 1929, reverting back to the name of Literary Society. Whatever the appeal
of membership, only Alex and Freda with their children, attended these later meetings.
After marrying in 1926, Alexander Samuel Henry Simons & Freda Jacobs worked
on their 161 acre property along Nangkita
Road (Sections 334 & 335). Here they ran
a market garden, operating through the
tough 1930s depression years. To help
bring in an income, the timber removed
from the hillside was dragged down by
horse and sawn for firewood on a circular
saw. This was then sold around Glenelg
(where Alex’s parents now lived), along
with any vegetables from their property.
The vegetable round also encompassed
Myponga and Yankalilla, using Alex’s
Morris Commercial truck. His cousin Peter
Leane later bluntly described this truck as
“about the slowest truck I ever knew of”.
He did mention however, that Alex’s next
Alex and Freda’s now demolished home on section 335 Nangkita Rd.
truck (a 3 ton Studebaker) was the “most
luxurious truck we had ever seen”. He recalled that it even had wind up windows!
Alex & Freda’s son Brian, also wrote years later in his memories of Mt Compass, about the beautiful tall stringybark
trees that grew high up on the hilltops. They were apparently much sought after for fencing posts, “as many as 50 or
60 posts could be cut from one of these trees with crosscut saw, axe, maul and wedges, along with some hard work.”
A number of properties in this district today would have examples of this type of hand cut fence post still visible.
Brian wrote of the saplings cut from swamp gums on the property, which were placed in drains dug through the
swamps and which helped run water underground into what he called the “main channel”. This channel is now usually called the Nangkita Creek.
Growing up in the 1930s, he explained that as children they would play without shoes. Any infections or cuts would
be treated by bathing their feet in salt water or peroxide.
With high unemployment during the 1930s depression, young men were readily available to help the Simons family
grow vegetables on their swamplands. Over time, pumps were installed by the family which provided a sprinkler
system for these vegetables, enabling
them to also grow intensively on the
higher land.

Alex was a horse steward with the Mt
Compass Agricultural Show and Secretary of the local Church of Christ from
1932 to 1941. He also joined his football mad cousins Frank, Albert and
Harry Simons in the first Nangkita Mount Compass football team of 1924.
(These 4 Simons boys were noted as
pivotal to the fielding of a team at this
time.)
Continued on following page...

Freda & Alex Simons (front) in 1956
with their four children: Melva Grace
(b1928), Ivern Hugh (b1932), Thena
Anniss (b1936) & Brian Alexander
Simons (b1927).
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Sport must have been quite an interest of Alex’s as he also played in the first Mt Compass cricket team in 1935,
while Freda is recalled as being the musical member of the family, playing the organ at Church services and weddings. One in particular that she is known to have played at is George Hailstone and Gwen Hill’s wedding held at
the Nangkita School in 1928. Freda is also remembered as contributing significantly to the farm work.
During 1941-42 Alex joined the army, serving in the transport division.
This interrupted his time on the Mt Compass Hall Committee, which he first joined in 1930 (along with his cousin
Alb). Alex (recorded sometimes as Alec in the records) was on and off this Committee at various times in that decade and came back on again in 1944 following his war service. After standing unsuccessfully for re-election to the
Committee in both 1945 and 1946, he is not listed as having attempted this again. It would appear that with the end
of war, a new wave of residents brought with them renewed interest in the Hall, and Alex moved on with his life.
The couple would remain on their farm, growing vegetables and operating a small dairy until selling to the Blackers
from Willunga in 1965, and retiring to Victor Harbor. Alex and Freda had raised four children here: Brian (19272000), Melva (1929-1991), Ivern (1932-2018) and Thena (b1936). Apart from marriage ties with the Jacobs and
Leane families, their son Brian also combined the Peters family when he married Doreen, the daughter of near
neighbours, Howard and Nellie Peters.
They grew onions at Willunga for later planting out on their Nangkita Road property. Their son Brian, along with
his cousin Peter Leane would, for a number of weeks, cycle to Willunga and weed these seedlings, before bundling
the onions in preparation for transplanting at Mt Compass. The two of them were then tasked with planting out these
seedlings, which Peter later wrote of as “one of the hardest jobs I ever did”. It seems that this method of first raising
onions in Willunga for planting out here occurred due to Willunga being on the northern side of the hills and the
warm weather arriving earlier in the year. This brought their growing season forward about one month, which meant
the onions could be sent to the market that much sooner.
One of their other children, Ivern, wrote in a life-story article that when his parents took up the Nangkita Road property, only a few acres had been cleared. They started growing vegetables and, as the land was further cleared, also
ran a few dairy cows. The family managed the 1930s depression years as did many rural people, by living off the
land to produce their own vegetables, fruit, milk, poultry and of course, the edible pest - rabbits.
As was common practice at that time, Ivern left school
upon reaching 14 to work on the family farm, where he
recalled hand milking cows in an open yard. Later, in
the 1950s, he helped his father to build a concrete dairy
(pictured right) where they installed milking machines.
(This land was later owned by Verne and Wendy Arthur
who also operated a dairy there for many years.)
The half-built concrete block structure that is across the
road from the Mt Compass Fruit Juice Factory was destined to be a small home for Ivern. He started building
this using what he called ‘Symcrete’ blocks from Port
Adelaide, but it seems that for financial reasons, it was
never completed. Ivern then moved to Naracoorte where
he became a seed certifier for the Department of Agriculture.
Situated on Nangkita Road, the Simons’ dairy was similar to
The other local branch of the Simons family, Albert
Henry Simons and Elizabeth Emily Simons (nee
Gravestocks) arrived at Mt Compass in 1916, following
on the coat-tails of the younger brother Samuel.

many others built in the 1950s. Using whatever rubble could be
found locally and mixed with cement, the concrete was packed
between boards to gradually build up the walls. This building is
still standing today, although hidden behind pines.

This Albert had also arrived in South Australia with his parents in 1879 as a 12 year old, while Elizabeth was South
Australian born (at Glen Osmond in 1866). They were married in 1896.

Prior to Albert H Simons bringing his family to Mt Compass, he is reported as having spent time in a ‘bachelor’
house on the adjoining land along Bahloo Glen Road, on which stood an early settler’s stone cottage with an iron
roof. It is understood that his son Albert also lived here at some stage. This building, constructed by a Mr Lockyer,
was apparently demolished when the strawberry farm was established.
The couple then brought their 5 surviving children to Mt Compass: Nancy, Francis, Albert, Henry (aka Harry) and
Grace, to live in a house near what is now Sand Mine Road (Section 382).
Continued on following page...
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This house had a weatherboard exterior that
was lined inside with hessian. The hessian was
painted with a lime kalsomine (whitewash)
and the dirt floors covered with congoleum
lino according to Peter Leane, a later occupant
of the building. He reported that his mother
(Grace Simons) named the house “Kumanka”,
a Kaurna aboriginal word for ‘together’.
Albert Henry’s branch of the Simons family
had leased Section 333 on Nangkita Road from
owner Arthur Horner in December of 1915, for
a period of 1 year and 6 months. This venture
must have proved successful, as Albert then
purchased this land in May of 1917. Upon his
passing in 1931, this land (76 acres) was transferred over to his son Henry (aka Harry), who
Albert Henry & Elizabeth Simons c1911 with their six children
LtoR: Grace, Francis, Nancy, Albert, Harry & George (sitting)
retained ownership of the land until selling to
the Crossmans in 1946. It eventually ended up
being owned by the Stadler family of Compass Fruit Juices, who turned the family house into their office.
This Harry Simons had married Doreen Lee in 1935, with two of their children, Aileen (b1936) and David (b1937)
attending school at Mt Compass and later, the Yundi School. They also had a third child, Frances Doreen. After
years of struggling to make the property viable, Harry moved from his inherited land into Eric McKinlay’s vacant
house at Enterprise Colony before moving onto a small block at Yundi. He was known for his leather work on such
items as shoes and harnesses, which had been an alternative source of income. Harry & Doreen later moved to
McLaren Vale where they retired.
We do know some of Albert Henry’s involvement in the town, such as his listing as the Vice-President of Mount
Compass’ Wattle Tennis Club in 1920. His daughter Nancy became the Club’s Treasurer and Secretary while son
Frank was the vice-captain of this short-lived club. He was also, along with Richard Peters, the Mt Compass Hall
Committee’s official auditor from 1922 to 1929. This would indicate that he was held in some esteem by members
of that Committee. From the mid 1920’s, his son Alb Simons is recorded in these Minute books as seconding various
motions at meetings.
Harry and his brother Frank also played cricket together for Nangkita in the 1920s, prior to a team being formed in
Mt Compass.
This family’s first home (near Sand Mine Road) was to later be the home of their son Francis (Frank) Simons,
when he returned home from World War 1 with health issues. He contracted malaria while serving overseas, and
later caught TB (tuberculosis) which eventually caused his death in 1940. He spent his final days in the Repatriation
Hospital which was at the time, was based at Keswick.
Peter Leane recalled that when his mother Grace (Frank’s sister) subsequently inherited the house, it was sealed and
fumigated due to this tuberculosis. Paper was pasted over all the cracks and openings followed by the burning of
sulphur.
This house has been continuously upgraded since then, including by Linton Jacobs who lived there for eight years
after he and Dorothy were first married.
Although Frank had been ill for a number of years, he had still maintained his involvement with the community.
Along with his brother Harry, the two of them had been members of the Mutual Improvement Society’s 1924
‘Pierrots’ who performed in shows around the region, to help raise funds for a Hall piano.
Similar to his father, Frank was selected in 1931 & 32 to assist the Hall Committee as one of their two Auditors,
a task he was asked to perform again in 1935. In 1936 & 1937 he was also one of the elected Public members on
the Committee that managed the Hall, and which included the five Trustees. (The Hall in those days was the building
we now call the ‘Supper Room’.)
Frank’s brother Albert, married Sarah Christinia (Chrissie) Jacobs in 1926 and they made their home here until
about 1941, when they moved to the Riverland for Albert’s war-related work. Alb, as he was often known, and
Chrissie had 5 children, Elva, Valma, Jean, Graham and Ross. (It is thanks to this Ross and his extensive research,
that we have been able to obtain much of his family’s history.)
Continued on following page...
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They lived on Section 321w (adjacent to the land their family lived on earlier and near what is now Tank Road).
The house on this block was first built for Cora and Frank Slater around 1920 and was one of the few ‘spare’ houses
around Mt Compass at the time. A number of people called this place home over the years, including Ivern and
Mary Simons when they first married. This house was eventually used as the Girl Guides’ clubhouse, prior to being
demolished.
The house construction has been described as wattle branches nailed lengthwise to wooden uprights, covered in
chicken wire and then plastered with cement. The walls inside consisted of wooden uprights and cross beams
covered with hessian that was whitewashed. There were two bedrooms plus a sleepout. Alb apparently added an
extension to this house where he could carry out his carpentry work.
Alb and Chrissie’s family seem to have been fairly self-sufficient, with their own house cows, chickens and a
vegetable garden. As this land was owned by “Grandpa (Mel) Jacobs” who ran sheep and had a bountiful orchard,
so fruit and meat were also available. This house was the Simons’ home for about 15 years, until they left Mount
Compass following Albert’s enlistment.
As an indicator of how quiet the Victor Harbor Road was in those days, two of the daughters, Elva and Jean were
given the job of milking their three house cows. This involved crossing the road to fetch the cows from Alb’s
paddock and bringing them back over Victor Harbor Road to a sheltered milking spot. Elva would lead two cows
and young Jean would follow with ‘Daisy’ on a chain.
Sunday was the day the whole family would ride into Mount
Compass on their trap pulled by their draft horse ‘King’. The
Church of Christ in Mt Compass became a major part in their
lives, with the children also attending Sunday School. Then
followed another church service in the afternoon. Alb utilised
his carpentry skills in constructing some of the Church fittings and along with his cousin Alex Simons, was listed as
an officer in the Church. Alex also carried out the role of
Church Secretary prior to WW2. (This church was demolished in 2014 to make way for the current shopping centre).
Alb Simons was a general handyman, well & bore digger as
well as a carpenter, who turned his hands to numerous tasks.
He would at times travel away for work, to jobs such as the
digging of wells and drains. He reportedly could also turn his
hand to water divining for this task. Other times he would
crack rocks (manually) to various sizes for road maintenance.
Albert also assisted his Uncle Hugh Jacobs who had a weekly
vegetable round at Victor Harbor.

This was Albert & Chrissie Simons’ Trap that was
burnt in a bushfire during the 1940s. Ross Simons
(their son) salvaged and restored it, finding a date
stamp of 1898 on the axles.

The poor quality of many roads in the 1930s and the difficulty in travelling was an issue when, in 1938, Alb took a
job at Cleland Gully digging some of the major drains in that area. He and his family elected to move there for those
months, even changing the girls’ school. Although this area is now just a few minutes away by car, it was little more
than a sandy track at the time, making any travel along there a difficult journey - and they could not afford a car.
The family stayed in a single roomed, galvanised shack with a canvas tent pitched alongside, in which the three girls
slept in one bed. This did have the added bonus of helping the girls stay warm during the winter nights.
To get to their temporary school at Nangkita, the girls were only able to cross the muddy hill and swamp on the
walk to school by wearing boots, which they changed for school shoes upon arrival. Old school records do show
they attended Nangkita School for two months during that winter, before returning to the school at Mt Compass.
As the local handyman/carpenter, Alb had rebuilt the original Hall stage and steps in 1929, while in 1933 for the pay
of 10/- ($1.00) a day, he helped build the timber and iron lean-to structure placed at the back of the Hall that became
known as the back room.

In 1936, Alb had also been paid to fit a new floor in the Hall, followed by minor repairs in 1939. (This hall is now
the Supper Room). He, like his cousin Alex, had joined the Hall Committee in 1930 when new Trustees had been
elected and advice sought which led in the following year (1931) to a new “Declaration of Trust” for the Hall.
Members of the public were voted onto this Committee to work alongside the 5 newly named Trustees, with both
Alex and Alb Simons serving various terms as public representatives.
Continued on following page...
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In 1933 Alb was appointed as Hall Caretaker to replace Mr J Roberts and was then elected on to the Hall Committee
in June of the following year. Something must have upset him in his dealings regarding the Hall however, as just
one month later he submitted his resignation in writing from both the Committee and his role as Caretaker. There
may have been some sympathy for whatever issue caused him to resign, as a motion thanking him for his service
was recorded in the Minutes.
A discussion regarding the Caretaker’s duties and a defining list of these tasks did subsequently follow in the Hall
Minute Book. These also now included an option for the hirers to pay the Caretaker directly, a fee of 2/6 (25c) to
clean the Hall if they were not going to do so themselves, which may point to why Alb suddenly resigned and left.
The Simons family holidays at this time (1930s) were usually to Victor Harbor by horse and trap, or sometimes to
Port Willunga, although that did involve a steep hill climb to journey back home. Ross Simons (Alb’s son) still has
the remains of this trap. The family had left it behind in 1941 when they moved to the Riverland and a few years
later the trap was burnt in a bush fire through this area. The steel frame was retrieved and minus the wheels & shafts,
was rebuilt by Ross (see photo on previous page). The year 1898 is stamped on the axles.
In 1941 Alb signed up for the Citizen Military Forces (CMF) and moved to the Loveday Internment Camp in the
Riverland. Once there, he rented a house on one of the fruit blocks, enabling the family to join him. They consequently made Barmera their permanent home, with Alb then working for the Irrigation Department before his
eventual retirement.

Above: The Loveday Internment Camp where Alb Simons worked during WW2 Below right: Alb & Chrissie Simons

During the war, while working as a guard at the Loveday Prisoner of War camp,
one of his tasks was to record the distribution of tools to the prisoners - and ensuring they were all returned. His family has donated various items to Barmera’s
Loveday Museum, including his camp record books, photographs and a number
of sculptured pieces made from mallee roots by the prisoners.
Albert Simons, who passed away in 1989, was described by those who knew him,
as a quiet, caring man, who followed in his father’s footsteps when he became
a carpenter. Up until the war years, he carried out a variety of odd-jobs around Mt
Compass and reportedly did not own a car until he was 60. Prior to this he would
travel around with his horse and trap.
Chrissie Simons (nee Jacobs) died in 1981 at Victor Harbor and is buried in the
Mt Compass cemetery, her husband Alb passed away in Adelaide eight years later
and is buried alongside her.
References: “Where the Compass Leads You” Book 1 & 2 by Linton Jacobs, “Chasing
Rainbows in the Rain” Mt Compass history book, Peter Leane’s book “My Life in Mt
Compass” and his assorted written memories, Ross Simons’ Family Tree records, Mt
Compass Archive records including Mutual Improvement, Hall Committee and Literary
Society Minute Books. Trove.nla.com.au website.
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Some of recent photos copied into the Archives
2

3

Photos provided by Nancy Wehrmann
1. c1923 Eva Haywood with cabbages grown on her
property adjacent to the old Nangkita Church
2.Weinert’s truck carefully loaded with swedes,
carrots and turnips 1950
3. Weinert’s Howard 12 rotary hoe on their property
- to see one in action:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzhaZ7EMxTU
4.A tea break for Weinert’s farm workers c1947. The
concrete tank is still there at the top of the hill.

4
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Life on our Farm in the 1930’s by Linton Jacobs
Here are some of my memories of growing up on our family farm on Bahloo Glen Road, Mt Compass with
my parents, Blanche and Hugh Jacobs and my Grandparents, Mel and Emma Jacobs.
The Hay Shed
Our hay shed on Bahloo Glen Road, Mt Compass is still standing at present (below in 2021).

The hay shed and the yards around it were used for working
with sheep and the mating of cows with bulls. Surrounding
that was a paddock for the bulls.
A dam up the hill was used for irrigation, drinking water for
the bulls and was a swimming place for our family and friends.
A quarter of the hay shed had a timber floor where Mel Jacobs
(Linton’s Grandpa) had his 100 sheep shorn in October by
Ross Stone after the shed had been cleared of hay. I had the
job of standing in the bales of wool and pressing the wool
down.
Alb Simons built the hay shed which was 20 feet high and also
the sheep yards in 1930.
Hay Making
Before growing hay, the paddock had to be cleared of every stone and stump to enable the horse pulling the mower
to cut the grass which included fog grass, silver grass and clover. Rye grass was not grown and used until 1945.
The horse pulling a rake would rake the grass into long rows when it was dry. Then with pitch forks, stooks were
made ready for loading as in the photo below where Linton is sitting with bothers Don and Keith in front of a stook.

I was involved in hay making from when I was about 15 years old, 1940 until 1943. I would ride to the hay in the
paddock, then stand in the van while two men would throw hay to me with pitch forks. I would gradually rise 10
feet on the hay as I stacked it on the edges first and then filled in the middle. There were posts, 8 feet tall, on each
corner of the van to help hold the hay. When the hay was about 12 feet high, with me on top of the load, we would
travel to the hay shed. I can remember the smell of the new hay and the gum leaves brushing my face as we went
under trees.

The three Jacobs brothers -Linton, Keith & Don sitting amongst the hay in about 1933. This land on the corner of
Bahloo Glen & Victor Harbor Roads later became part of Rod Lewis’ strawberry farm.
Linton’s After School Job
In the winter time when we needed to feed the cows hay, I used to load the hay into a hand cart (3 feet by 2 feet)
which had steel wheels and posts in each corner. I then took it 200 metres down the road and laid the hay outside the
fence for about 20 metres. After our 10 cows were milked each night, they would walk there, put their heads through
the fence and eat the hay.
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The photo (above) was taken in about 1938. It shows sheep yards on the left, 2 horses (Bill & Nell) pulling the van,
a ladder used for climbing to the top of the hay in the shed and the hay half unloaded at the hay shed. (A van had
four wheels and a cart two wheels.)
A stationary hay baler was bought in 1943 which took three men to work. On a good day we would bale 200 bales.
A horse towed it 100 yards at a time when it needed to be moved to a new position.
At the shed I did not need a ladder as I was already on top ready to throw it down to the others until the van was
empty. I was wearing socks that got full of prickles from the silver grass.
Stacking the Wood Box
Until about 1920 petrol was refined in America. Even by the early 1930’s there were very few petrol bowsers as
there were very few cars around. Petrol was put into 4 gallon tins which were sealed and packed into wooden boxes
holding 2 tins in each box. From this source, we had plenty of really good boxes and all sorts of things were made
from them such as kitchen cupboards and firewood boxes.
Our firewood box was made using two of these boxes with sides of about 1 metre in height, and placed against the
wall along the side verandah. On Saturdays these had to be filled with enough wood (stumps) for my mother,
Blanche, to use in the stove for a whole week. My job was to bring the cut stumps from the wood heap to the wood
box in a wheel barrow.

The stacking had to be done carefully
to fit plenty in the box. My Dad, Hugh,
showed me how to do it. He advised me
to start by stacking the wood so as to
get a straight outer edge and then throw
the rest into the middle. This method
came in handy when I was stacking hay
in the van so that it would not fall off,
stacking the edge first and throwing the
rest into the middle.
(His son Warren says that Linton
taught him the same method when
stacking stumps onto the trailer).
A young Linton Jacobs looking over his family’s property in the mid 1930s. This was taken near the corner of Bahloo Glen &
Victor Harbor Roads, with Mount Moon in the background.
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2021 Photography Competition

and the winners are…...
Wendy Huntington was the “Mt Compass At Work” winner
with a photograph of their 1909 Fowler steam traction engine
(above) currently being restored by her husband Simon. For
anyone who would like to see it in action, this amazing vehicle
will be exhibited (hopefully) at the next Milang Power Rally.
If you do hear it being fired up on Sand Mine Road be sure to
follow the noise.
Ryan Hutchinson took out the “At Play” Award with his action shot (left) taken at the new Skate Park. The title of the
photograph is “Scooter bri flip.” Well done Ryan.

These awards were only possible thanks to the support of Bill,
Chris & Gemma at the ‘Mt Compass New Moon’ newsletter,
who kindly provided the cash prizes. Steve Gee and Stewart
Glass also assisted with this competition.
Note: Whether the New moon continues is still in the balance
at present, but copies of all their editions since the current publishers took over in 2018, are stored for future research, in our
Archives.
Prior to this the ‘New Moon’ was first printed in 2017, following on from the Progress Association’s newsletter (2014-16)
and the Lions’ newsletter (2015-16). Copies of all these editions are stored in our Archives, along with the Yundi News
(1990-2007) and the Entre Nous (1963-2013).
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Dairy Farming from 1930 – 2021
By Linton Jacobs with additional facts from Warren Jacobs
Hugh Jacob’s Farm was on Bahloo Glen Road, Mt Compass – In 1930 he was milking one cow. My Mum (Blanche)
would put the excess milk, not needed for drinking and cooking, on the stove to scald which means to warm it and
let it sit for four days to allow the cream to set on the top. Then we would skim the cream off the top to make butter
which was sold at Victor Harbor.

1932 – We milked 4 cows. The dairy, where we had an Alfa Laval separator which allowed us to sell cream, was
by the house.
1938 – We milked 6 cows to get 6 cans holding 10 gallons each, which we sold to the milk factory. We had to take
these cans in a hand cart to the Main Road to be picked up.
1941 – We had 16 cows milked by hand.
1943 – We had 20 cows which we milked with a milking machine.
1945 – We milked 25 cows but still had to take the milk in cans in a cart with rubber wheels to the Main Road.
The cart held 3 cans at a time.
1946 – The cans of milk were picked up from the front of the dairy.
1954 – We had 27 cows.
1955 – Linton and his family moved to a farm at Tooperang. On the farm Mr Doug Duffield had 22 cows in a new
dairy with 6 bales for 6 cows. The cows would walk in one side and out the other side of the dairy.
1960 – There were 40 cows when Linton took over the farm.
1968 – We had 75 cows and converted the dairy to a Herringbone that had bales for 6 cows on each side of the pit.
While 6 cows were being milked, 6 more cows could be made ready for a quick transfer of the cups. A new milk
vat was purchased to cool milk.
1970 – We had 100 cows and I made the yard circular where cows waited before being milked. This made them
more cooperative to come through the gate as they were walking in the right direction.
1974 – We had 120 cows and installed a grain crusher and new feeding system.
1987 – We had 200 cows and Warren extended the dairy to 10 a side.
1992 – We bought Whispering Pines Dairy. The dairy was converted to Herringbone 10 aside, then 15 aside and
then 20 a side. Our sharefarmer, from 1992 to 2001 milked 120 to 200 cows. From 2002 until 2021 we milked
300 to 440 cows.
1997 – We milked our 350 to 500 cows in Lee and Jill McKenzie’s new Rotary Dairy.
2002 – We purchased Tusmore farm next to Whispering Pines to rear calves, heifers and dry cows. Warren, Jane
and family moved to the house on Tusmore farm, Goolwa Road.
2007 – We sold the farm in Tooperang to the McKenzie’s. Linton and Dorothy purchased a unit in Thornbury Park
retirement village to live there.
2014 July - Warren & Jane started dairy management partnership ‘Hicks-Jacobs Dairies’, with Perrin and Kelly
Hicks. Misty Downs herringbone 10 a side dairy at Tooperang owned by Hicks family milks 240 cows.
2019 – Linton moved to Sandpiper Lodge nursing home.
2019 July – Asher and Jenny Jacobs join the ‘Hicks-Jacobs Dairies’ partnership (3rd generation dairy farmers).
Making Cream - Dorothy Jacobs (nee Killmier) added: ‘When my Mum scalded milk, she brought it just to the boil,
then left it, with the cream forming a crust on its top to be skimmed off later and eaten with jam.
But when we (the Killmier’s) lived in Mt. Compass in the 1930’s, Mum and Dad put the left over milk into pans then
left them to stand for a few days in a cool place. The cream was then skimmed off the top to make butter. This cream
had to be a few days old before it would “ turn” when beaten and the whey would part from the solids which became butter.
A photo from Dorothy
Jacobs’ collection.
Dorothy (left) & her sister Beth with their parents
Hilda & Pastor Cliff
Killmier.
This was taken in about
1938 when Dorothy’s
father was Pastor at the
Church of Christ in Mt
Compass and the existing
house alongside the
strawberry farm, was
provided as the Manse.
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A list of people who helped construct the town oval -compiled by Ken Ekers in c1984
The following list has been uncovered in one of the cabinets in our Archives. It appears to be a list of landowners
who worked on the oval construction and what they supplied for the working bees. This work was carried out over
the years 1946 & 1947, involving many hours of volunteer work (refer Linton Jacob’s “Where the Compass Leads
You” Book 2 pages 72-73.)
From this list, two fascinating points stand out. One is just how many community minded people lived in the district
at that time, and the other is the tremendous importance of horses during the 1940s. The list is shown below just as
Ken recorded it.
E Jacobs

2 horses

N Anderson

C Skewes

2 horses

McAllen

M Simons

2 horses

C Ekers

3 horses

A Simons

2 horses

B Nitschke

2 horses

Weinert Bros

2 horses

M O Giles

Tractor (crawler)

Jurgens

2 horses

Sneyd

Tractor (rubber wheels)

A J Peters

2 horses

J Turner

2 horses

Haywood

2 horses

E Wise

2 horses

Hailstone

2 horses

J Ellis

Tractor (steel wheels)

Hailstone

2 horses

D Fisher

Tractor (steel wheels)

D Connor

2 horses

G Hicks

2 horses

R Stone

Tractor (rubber wheels)

P B Parsons

Tractor (crawler)

D Tonkin

2 horses

K Blakely

Driving non-rubber tractor

G Hailstone

2 horses

D Black

Tractor (rubber wheels)

O Nicol

2 horses

Langley

2 horses

I Arthur

Repairs

Smith

Tractor (rubber wheels)

L Leane

2 horses

H A Nitschke

Tractor (rubber wheels)

H Jacobs

3 horses

G Arthur

2 horses

Mel Jacobs

2 horses

R & D McKinlay

Tractor (rubber wheels)

McKinlay

3 horses

Chigwidden

2 horses

B Proctor

Tractor (steel wheels)

K Peters

Tractor (rubber wheels)

R Cox

2 horses

N Jacobs

3 horses

Webster

Tractor (Rubber wheels)

A Smith

2 horses

Reynolds

3 horses

E Anderson

2 horses

2 horses

Note: Ken Ekers (1928 - 2000) was a tractor and farm machinery collector extraordinaire. During the 1990s his
extensive collection was under consideration to become the basis for a major agricultural museum in Mt Compass.
Following detailed research and discussion this project did not go ahead and the collection was dispersed, with
some items becoming key exhibits at Port Elliot’s “Southern Agricultural Museum”.
The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required
or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to
the Archives please give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

